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"The children of today will make the India of tomorrow. The way we bring them up will determine the future of the country."
- Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
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FROM THE DESK OF VCMD
Think Big!

FROM THE DESK OF VCMD

We have all heard that if we can dream it we can do it. There are so many examples in corporate and social life
where we learn about the success of a people in terms of Big. In our lives too we need to think big and beyond
the ordinary. We also need to know the steps to Think Big and Achieve Big.

A recent initiative of ours was to build the biggest Diya in the world to create awareness about single use
plastic.This initiative was a success because we knew that Big would convey our message and we achieved it. In
life however the Big is not physical but intangible.
Its not always easy to acheive Big but it is also not impossible.
The first step towards Big success is by setting higher standard goals but not those which are impossible and
unattainable.This requires introspection to estimate ones's own self and to have continuous confidence towards
the goal.
The second step is to break down the plan towards that goal , into segments which need to be put in an order
of priority. These will serve as milestones.
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The next step is to set deadlines for each goal which will ensure determination and a chartered plan. At this stage
it is most important to ensure that the total team is involved in helping you towards attainment of the goals.If one
is working alone it is always wise to get an evaluation to ensure quality and progress of work.
What must be dispelled at all stages, is the fear of failure.There may be a few instances that might be setbacks
but the idea is to learn from them . In many cases it is the fear not to succeed that restricts us not to think big.
I urge you all to consider this and set your ambitions "Big" - the result of which will only be success.
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In my message to you last month , I had spoken about the alternate use of plastic in everyday life. Taking that
theme forward we built the largest Diya in the world last month as a narrative to express in art form , and in
festive mood, to the people of Assam, about single use plastic . Our pledge should be practiced by all and we
must find alternates to plastic in our lives.
with best Wishes,

Vineet Agarwal
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“Greetings Fellow Maxians!
With the celebration of Diwali and Chhath Puja, hoping that the spark in our hearts drive away the negativity and
that our wishes and prayers be answered.
The month of November marks the onset of winter season with the varieties of flowers including cherry blossom
which brings a lot of positivity, freshness and enthusiasm. In the western culture, “November” is also known as
National Beard Month or No Shave Month as a way to raise Cancer Awareness.
The annual preventive shutdown in the various sections of our Plant had been carried out successfully in the last
month, where supportive co-operation from individuals made it a grand success.
We anticipate optimization in quality and quantity through implemented Kaizens.
Thanking the Supreme Court for most awaited decision on the disputed Ram Janmabhoomi and appreciate the
gesture of new India for a unanimous acceptance. A round of applause to our Motherland as we progress towards
an indeed sovereign country, where we grow by Unity in Diversity.
Long live Max family!”

Rupesh Mishra
Deputy Editor
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Awareness march at MAX Cement Plant on the occasion of Birth Anniversary of
Lal Bhadur Shastri and Mahatma Gandhi on 2nd October 2019.
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DURGA PUJA 2019 (PLANT)
Durga Puja was celebrated with religious pomp and gaiety at MAX Cement Plant.
The devotees and their families offered prayers and seeked ‘ MAA’ Blessings.
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DURGA PUJA 2019 (Plant) - Continued
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MAX CEMENT was proud to be associated with Udarbond Kalibari
Durga Puja Committee at Silchar, Assam
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MAX CEMENT was proud to be associated with Sluice Gate Durga
Puja Committee at Guwahati, Assam
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DIWALI at Plant
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DHANTERAS & DIWALI (KOLKATA)
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DHANTERAS & DIWALI (GUWAHATI)
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MAX PANORAMA
“Ek Diya Prakriti Ke Naam”- Awareness initiatibe by MAX Cement
TIME8 and MAX CEMENT in association with Kamrup (M) District Administration
and AssamTourism installed the world’s largest diya at DigholiPukhuri, Guwahati to create awareness about
refusing the use of single-use plastic. All citizens were requested to come and put one spoon oil in this Historic
Diya as a token of pledge to not use Single-use Plastic.
DAY 1: 26th October 2019
Here are glimpses from Day 1 of our mega event 'Ek Diya Prakriti Ke Naam'. Where we lit the world's largest
diya and pledged not to use single use plastic. We would like to thank His Excellency, the Hon'ble Governor of
Assam Professor Jagdish Mukhi, Mr. Jayanta Malls Baruah (Chairman, Assam Tourism),
Mr. UtpalKanta (Chairman and MD, Time 8), Mr. Praveen Agarwal (Chairman, Max Cement),.
Mr. Prakash Agarwal (Executive Director, Max Cement), Senior members of Max Cement and other
guest and dignitaries.

Max Cement would like to thank His Excellency Honorable Governor of Assam, Professor Jagdish Mukhi
for lightning the Biggest Diya of the world and supporting the initative for a more greener Earth by
pledging to refuse the usage of single use plastic.
In Pictures: Max Cement Chairman Sri Praveen Agarwal presenting "Gamocha" to the Governor and also
presenting the pledge certificate.
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MAX PANORAMA
“Ek Diya Prakriti Ke Naam”- Awareness initiatibe by MAX Cement
DAY 2: 27th October 2019
As the Flame of the World's Biggest Diya burned bright, people from around Guwahati city joined this noble
nitiative to be a part of history, a history that will change Mother Earth into a better habitat.
Max Cement distributed Pledge Certificate as well as Cloth Bags as a replacement to Sngle Use plastic Bags.
In Pictures: Additional Director General of Police, Admin - Shri Mukesh Kr. Agarwala ,Dr. S Sharma,
GMCH Guwahati and other guests had taken a pledge in front of "Ek Diya Prakriti ke Naam
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MAX PANORAMA
“Ek Diya Prakriti Ke Naam”
Thanks to all the Print media for their extensive coverage.
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DOCTOR’S MESSAGE
ANEMIA

Part-II (Anemia)
What is aplastic anemia?

• Some medications can cause anemia in a variety of ways.
• Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and acquired immune
deficiency syndrome (AIDS) can cause anemia.

Aplastic anemia is a life-threatening form of complete bone marrow
failure. As a result, the blood contains inadequate numbers of red blood
cells (anemia) as well as insufficient white blood cells (leukopenia) and
platelets (thrombocytopenia). Complete bone marrow failure causes all
three cell lines produced in the bone marrow to be inadequate, a
condition referred to as pancytopenia. Aplastic anemia can occur at
nearly any age. Its onset can be sudden or gradual. Causes of aplastic
anemia include:Chronic exposure to toxic chemicals,Cancer treatments
(radiation therapy; chemotherapy), Infections (certain viral infections),
Medications (for examples, chloramhenicol, carbamazepine, and
phenytoin),Myelodysplastic syndromesGenetic abnormalities.

Can anemia be hereditary?

What are other types and causes of anemia?

What is the treatment for anemia?

Some of the most common anemia causes include:
• Vitamin B12 deficiency may
cause pernicious anemia. This
type of anemia could happen
in people who are unable to
absorb vitamin B12 from their
intestines due to a number of
reasons. Strict vegetarians are
at risk if they do not balance
their diets or take vitamin
supplements., Long-term
alcoholics.
• There can be rupture or
destruction of red blood cells (hemolytic
anemia) due to antibodies clinging to the surface of the red blood
cells. Examples of hemolytic anemia include hemolytic disease of the
newborn, medication-induced hemolytic anemia, transfusion-related
hemolysis, and autoimmune hemolytic anemia.
• A wide assortment of bone marrow diseases can cause anemia.For
example, cancers that spread (metastasize) to the bone marrow, or
cancers of the bone marrow (such as leukemia or multiple myeloma)
can cause the bone marrow to produce red blood cells inadequately,
resulting in anemia.
• Another common cause of anemia is called anemia of chronic
disease.

Yes, anemia may be genetic. Hereditary disorders create abnormal
hemoglobin and can shorten the life span of the red blood cell and lead
to anemia (for example, sickle cell disease). Hereditary disorders can
also cause anemia by impairing the production of normal hemoglobin
(for example, alpha thalassemia and beta thalassemia).

How is anemia diagnosed?
od cell (CBC) count. A CBC test may be ordered by a physician as a part
of routine general checkup and screening or based on clinical signs and
symptoms that may suggest anemia or other blood abnormalities.

Anemia treatment varies greatly. First, the underlying cause of the
anemia needs to be identified and corrected. For
example, anemia as a result of blood loss from a
stomach ulcer should begin with medications to heal
the ulcer. Likewise, surgery is often necessary to
remove a colon cancer that is causing chronic blood
loss and anemia.Sometimes iron supplements will
also be needed to correct iron deficiency. In severe
anemia, blood transfusions may be necessary.
Vitamin B12 injections will be necessary for patients
with pernicious anemia or other causes of B12
deficiency.In certain patients with bone marrow
disease (or bone marrow damage from
chemotherapy) or patients with kidney failure,
epoetin alfa (Procrit, Epogen) may be used to stimulate bone marrow
red blood cell production. Better you consult with a Doctor for treatment
of any kind of anemia.

What are the complications of anemia?
As mentioned earlier, haemoglobin has the important role of delivering
oxygen to all parts of the body for consumption and carries back carbon
dioxide back to the lung to exhale it out of the body. If the hemoglobin
level is too low, this process may be impaired, resulting in low levels of
oxygen in the body (hypoxia). Depending on the severity of the anemia
and the length of the patient's illness, the anemia could have no
long-term complications or have significant complications.

Dr. R.K. Das
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NEW RECRUITS
A WARM WELCOME TO THE NEW RECRUITS OF MAX CEMENT
Plant
KARILAL TANTI
We are pleased to introduce Mr. Karilal Tanti, who has joined us on 3rd October 2019 as
Mason cum Machinery Attendant in the Process Department.

GANESH DAS
We are pleased to introduce Mr. Ganesh Das, who has joined us on 22nd October 2019 as
Machinery Attendant in the Process Department.

For submission of articles or any other queries
Keep up with what's going on in MAX Cement
please contact 89104 78509 or writeWho
to doesn't
us at anik.bose@gnggroup.in
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